
 

 

EcoHero Ion Generator , also named as DBD Ionizer (Dielectric Barrier Discharge) Ionizer is based on the light  

absorption theory of Albert Einstein and Paul Habicht. This theory wacs proved for the first time in 1910 using a  

potential multiplier, that is possible to reproduce the electricity naturally found in air in a room using an Air Ionizer. 

 

 

 

Much like sunlight does in the atmosphere, EcoHero Ion Generator technology produces a natural bio-climate rich  

in oxygen molecules. 

It creates a measurable and controllable quantity of negative and positive air ions.These activate the oxygen  

molecules with uneven polarity and they form clusters of 10 to 60 molecules clinging together . This raises the air’s  

electrical potential , restoring its conductivity . 

Typically, one to two million clusters are formed per liter of air passing by the Ion unit.  

Room air is enriched when clusters interact with the stale air in the room. The higher energy ions and molecules start  

immediately to disinfect the air (kill bacteria) and nentralize odors without resorting to harmful means such as ultra  

violet and chemical additives or introduction of ozone. 

 

◆ Features and Characteristics: 

Main features : Sterilization and Odor Neutralization 

Beneficial: the lungs of humans and animals absorb oxygen much more efficiently from clean ionized air ,  

enhancing general well-being and concentration. 

VOC control: ION GENERATOR also assist in healthier living by breaking down Volative Organic Compound gases  

(VOC’s). These can be found where there is carpeting, building material , furniture , office equipment, cleaning  

agents ,paints , glues, solvents and pesticides.  

Eco-friendly : reacting with all different kinds of contaminants , it finally becomes water and carbon dioxide, no  

second pollution or any residual. 

Safe: ozone output is lower than 0.03 PPM fitting to the strict requirement of ozone output in the world, which is safe  

and gentle to human. 

Reliable: Model DBD85 series of DBD Ionizer as central air conditioning cleaning device , has been passed the most  

authority organization Testing ‘China Green Product Quality Control Inspection Center ’, the testing result is that  

within 48 hours, HCHO removed by 82%, TVOC removed by 87%, and within 6 hours, bacterias removed by  

96.36% . 



◆ Product Specifications： 

 

Product's Name : DBD Ionizer  

Model No.:DBD85-220V 

Size: 10.8*5.9*10.3cm 

Ion Output: 2x106                                                            

With plastic power box                                

Dia.of bulb:25mm                                              

Tube voltage: 3000V                                                    

Ion Bulb life: 10000H 

Input Voltage Range: 85V~265V 

Relative area：20 m3 

Application : fitting for KTV or Lift, Health Spa Gym’s , Kitchens (home), Living Areas, 

Medical Doctors Rooms ,  

Meeting Rooms, Offices, Physiotherapy’s Restaurants (small), etc. 

REMARKS :  

The secret - small ion clusters:  

Small ions produces the desirable characteristics found in farm and mountain fresh clean air. The small ions are  

electrically active, tend to cluster like grapes, and attract new molecules developing a companion population of  

medium sized ions which are not quite as active. Small and medium sized ions exhibit short life spans, typically of 30  

to 300 seconds for small ions and fractions of an hour to a few hours for medium ions. Small ions react with  

contaminated air and therefore last longer when the air is clean. Large and/or Langevin ions (for example: Dust  

particles and contaminants) are relatively inactive and may last for weeks to years. 

Small ion populations range from 900 to 1100 negative ions and 1000 to 1200 positive ions per cubic centimeter in  



an ideal ‘fresh air ’ environment . At sea level we typically experience 500 negative and 600 positive small ions . As we  

move to urban centers and closed buildings the small negative and positive ion population drop by 80% to 95% below  

‘fresh air’ levels and are sometimes hardly detectable in small offices. As the population of positive ions increases  

relative to negative ions, environmental stress increases, for example headaches and irritability.In contrast to the oxidation 

caused by ozone which can be caustic , oxidation from small negative ions is gentler,  

increasing oxygen intake, promoting feelings of well being, healing and improving human and animal performance and  

also reducing ozone.There are numerous reports that show negative ions to be therapeutic, reduce disease, relieve  

lung and bronchial congestion, and effectively reduce pain and healing time for severe burns. Thoroughbred horses  

stabled with units increase their speed.  

Positive ions and charged particles are often considered to be contaminants . However, active small positive  

ions will reduce certain volatile organic compound gases whose chemistries are not effected or controlled by negative  

ions. Our units produce a controlled amount of small positive ions that have a role in the air purification process. Many  

VOC pollutants are not removed or controlled by negative ion generators. 

APPLICATIONS:  

Remove stinking smell or kill bacterias for food processing 

 

 

 


